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Abstract 
More and more companies use a REST architecture to implement          
applications for an easy to use API. One important quality attribute of an             
application is the performance. To be able to understand how the application            
will perform it is important to know how the selected framework perform. By             
testing the performance of different frameworks it will become easier for           
software developers to choose the right framework to achieve their          
requirements and goals. At the time when this paper was written the research             
in this area was limited. This paper answered the question of which            
framework between Express, .NET Core, Spring and Flask that had the best            
performance. To be able to know how frameworks performed the author           
needed to measure them. One way of measuring performance is with           
response time from the server. The author used a controlled experiment to            
collect raw data from which the results was drawn. The author found out that              
Spring had the best overall performance between the different categories. By           
analysing the results the author also found out that performance differed a lot             
between the frameworks in some categories.  
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1 Introduction  
When implementing a RESTful web service there are many parameters for           
choosing the right framework. One parameter is how fast the web service will             
respond to client requests and how much load it can handle. This paper is              
about performance testing of four different frameworks.  

1.1 Background 
REST is a shortening for Representational State Transfer. Wikipedia states          
“REST-compliant Web services allow requesting systems to access and         
manipulate textual representations of Web resources using a uniform and          
predefined set of stateless operations”[1]. RESTful web services are         
associated with performance, scalability and modifiability[2]. 

A RESTful framework is a framework for implementing a RESTful          
web service. However, according to the documentation, the focus between          
the different frameworks can differ a lot. ASP.NET Core[3], Java Spring[4],           
Python Flask[5] have adopted a RESTful way of implementing web services           
while other frameworks like restify[6] are pure RESTful frameworks whose          
main focus is to create a RESTful web service.  

RESTful services can consume both XML and JSON request formats          
for handling requests. JSON is an open standard format for transmitting data            
and is the most used data format for asynchronous communication between a            
browser and server [7]. RESTful services use this technique a lot for            
communication and in this project JSON will be used for communication.           
XML is a markup language that can be used for communication between            
browser and server[8] and was for a while the main communication language            
but has largely been replaced by JSON in communication between browser           
and server[7].  

 

  

 
   



1.2 Related work 
The first time REST was mentioned is in Roy Fielding's dissertation in 2000             
where he described different architectural styles, designs and patterns for          
network based software architects [9]. However it is until recent years that            
the use of RESTful web services has been shed light on due to a new user                
group, mobile devices and Internet of Things. Using the Linnaeus University           
search engine “OneSearch” for researching previous work in the subject          
using different phrases with keywords such as “rest”, “performance”,         
“benchmark” was limited. Most of the prior research in this area was            
comparing SOAP vs REST architecture. In one study[10], the difference          
between the performance and energy differences for serializing messages at          
100kb and 500kb in a RESTful web service implemented in Axis2 and CXF             
framework was investigated. The results concluded that Axis2 performed         
faster for messages at 100kb while CXF framework performed faster at           
500kb. The explanation for the results were that “whereas Axis2 has an            
overhead to convert REST to SOAP messages during service execution.”.  

With the help of a community the company TechEmpower has done           
extensive testing[11] for different frameworks. The project is open         
source[12] and uses a forum[13] for discussion of the testing and anyone is             
free to join the project with their contribution of source code as long as the               
code satisfy the criteria[14]. The company benchmarks 145 applications         
implemented in several different frameworks every year to compare the          
performance by implementing different functionality [14]. The test type 2, 3,           
4 and 5 is REST implementation for GET and UPDATE functionality. REST            
also uses CREATE and DELETE functionality which is import for the REST            
application. TechEmpower does not test this functionality which is a flaw           
when uncovering the performance of the frameworks. Generally the top ten           
best performing frameworks are written in the programming languages C,          
C++ and JAVA. In some benchmarking rounds frameworks written in other           
programming languages performed in the top ten. However the frameworks          
who had the best performance was written in C, C++ and JAVA.  
Eugene Melnikov have tested different Ruby frameworks, Ruby template         
engine, rack applications servers and Ruby ORM[15]. The tests were          
conducted with basic configuration performing simple tasks to measure the          
different performance of the frameworks. The study showed a big difference           
in the performance between the framework and the results have been useful            
for software engineers deciding which framework to use. 
 

 
   



1.3 Problem formulation 
The amount of frameworks today that can implement a RESTful web service            
is huge. The different frameworks have different qualities and it can be hard             
to choose a good framework and depending on your need you would want to              
choose a framework that fits your needs.  

The tests was conducted on a Linux server. Using a Linux operating            
system limited the selection of frameworks since some frameworks are not           
compatible with Linux. The frameworks tested were .NET Core, Java Spring,           
Node.js Express and Python Flask. All these frameworks can be run on a             
Linux server.  

ASP.NET Core and Java Spring have a lot of similarities. Both           
implements IoC with built-in dependency injection. They are both         
lightweight frameworks for building MVC application and can implement         
RESTful web API. Both ASP.NET and Java Spring are widely used and            
offers extensive support. ASP.NET Core is a new framework developed from           
ASP.NET.  

Express is a Node.js framework for building web applications and          
APIs[16]. Express is a lightweight framework that offers features and          
functionality by using plugins. As a lightweight framework it promotes          
performance by providing only the necessary functions for the developer.  

Python Flask is according to its documentation a micro-framework.         
This means that similar to ASP.NET Core Python Flask aims to keep the core              
simple but extensible with modules[17]. This makes Python Flask         
lightweight and in theory gives it the ability to be able to perform fast              
responses.  

The tests were conducted on a Ubuntu server with Nginx as a reverse             
proxy. The form of testing was load testing the application to see its response              
time under different loads. A full CRUD functionality was tested for each            
web service. CRUD is an acronym for create, read, update and delete. REST             
APIs uses CRUD functionality mainly to manipulate data in persistent          
storage. The application used MySQL as a data source and the data was             
returned in the data format JSON. The tool used for testing was Jmeter which              
is a widely used tool for load testing and since the type of testing that was                
conducted is fairly easy, a specified load testing program will not be needed.  

The reason for this study was to see which framework respond the            
fastest to the client during different amount of users trying to access the             
RESTful resources in a Ubuntu server using Nginx as a reverse proxy.  
  

 
   



1.4 Motivation 
Today’s applications put a high value in fast and high performance. More and             
more devices connect to web services with limited bandwidth and processing           
power and this put constraints on the applications. RESTful web services are            
known for fast performance with little use of resource consumption[2] but the            
performance may also depend on the programming language and         
framework[18]. The research conducted in this project reports the differences          
in performance between the previously mentioned frameworks to help future          
software developers to choose a framework. 

1.5 Research Question 
 

RQ1. Which framework of Express, .NET Core, Spring and Flask has the           
best performance for JSON CRUD request against a RESTful service          
with MySQL as a data source hosted on a Linux OS. 

 
The author believed that the application would perform similar for lower           
loads. Lower loads does not stress the applications the same way high loads             
do. The higher the loads become the higher is the risk of overhead and              
increased latency. As the load increase between the test categories the           
performance difference could potentially become higher between the        
different frameworks.  

1.6 Scope/Limitation  
The project was delimited to four different frameworks. This is because it            
took long time to implement the applications and install all the different            
software for running the applications and to make sure that they worked            
properly on the server. The testing conducted was time consuming and           
adding more frameworks would have added significantly more time. 

1.7 Target group  
Research in this paper have been useful for a developer who is going to              
implement a RESTful web service and want to understand the performance           
differences in the four frameworks mentioned. As a developer it is of interest             
to know the different positive and negative aspects of using different           
frameworks for developing applications. Since the tests were conducted on a           
Linux server with MySQL as datasource one target group is developers using            
that server setup. When choosing a framework for developing an application           

 
   



you have to do tradeoffs between different quality attributes. Performance is           
an important quality attribute often described early in the process of           
designing the system. Software developers can use the results from this study            
to assist them in making decisions and tradeoff analysis during the system            
development.  
 
  

 
   



2 Method 
The scientific approach for this project was an inductive approach by using a             
controlled experiment to collect data. The collected data was then used to            
answer the research question. 

2.1 Method description  
The purpose of the controlled experiment was to collect data to analyze the             
performance of the four different frameworks mentioned in chapter one. The           
performance was tested by putting the server under different loads and           
measuring the response time of the requests. 

By using Jmeter it was possible to configure how the requests was            
sent to the server and to capture the response. The testing was conducted in              
different steps. Each step tested different functionality of the application with           
different amounts of requests. In each of these steps the response data was             
captured. 

The data consists of response from each request sent to the server.            
Jmeter measured the time it took for the server to respond to all the requests.  

The testing was conducted on an application implemented in four          
different frameworks and tested in the different steps.  

Each step captured the response from the server under a 15 second            
timeline. Each step was conducted with a workload of 1, 8, 64, 128, 256, 512               
and 1024 users per second respectively. Each test was performed 10 times to             
make sure that the data collected was consistent.  

1. Step one tested the read functionality. Jmeter sent a GET request to            
the application to get a specific resource from the database identified           
by id. The application should respond with a single json object.  

2. Step two tested the create functionality. Jmeter sent a POST request to            
the application to create a new resource to the database. The           
application should respond with a confirmation.  

3. Step three tested the update functionality. Jmeter sent a PUT request           
to the application to modify a resource in the database. The           
application should respond with a confirmation that the resource have          
been modified.  

4. Step four tested the delete functionality. Jmeter sent a DELETE          
request to the application to delete a resource in the database. The            
resource is identified with its id. The application should respond with           

 
   



a confirmation that the resource have been deleted. 

2.2 Reliability 
The tests was executed in a specific environment using several different           
hardwares, softwares and configurations. All these parameters have the         
potential to play a role in the performance. To assure reliability in the             
experiment it was important to document all the hardware, software and           
configurations used.  

How the test was conducted needed to be well documented. The           
testing is extensive and many different parameters were tested. To be able to             
replicate the test it is easier to use a testing tool. To facilitate the testing               
Jmeter was used. By relying on a tool for testing and collecting the data the               
risk of performing the test in a incorrect way decreased.  

2.3 Validity  
The experiment used several different software. If the conductor of the           
experiment lack knowledge in the software used it can affect the outcome of             
the data. It is possible to configure the software in several different ways and              
it may affect how the frameworks will perform and in extent the test results.  

The quality of the source code between the different implemented          
application can affect the outcome of the test results. By using the guidelines             
of each framework when implementing the application it will reduce the risk            
of big differences in the quality of the code.  

The frameworks requirement of implementing the application can        
differ so the implementation was as simple as possible but still had a realistic              
approach. However the different frameworks may require different amount of          
functionality to be implemented for the applications to work in the intended            
way. The author based the code on the recommended guidelines issued by the             
official documentation for each framework. 

To be able to conduct the experiment the author used a server which             
ran Ubuntu server as OS. Ubuntu server had pre installed software for            
handling different tasks which to some extent affected the resources used by            
the server and therefore the performance of the applications being measured.           
To minimize the influence of these factors on the performance of the            
applications the author chose to conduct each test plan ten times and            
therefore ensured a more valid test result.  
 
 

 
   



3 Implementation 
The authors idea when implementing the software for the application in the            
different frameworks was that the implementation should be as general as           
possible with as little code specific for each framework. In excess of the             
implementation the author also had to install and configure software on the            
server.  

3.1 Server 
 

Processor Intel i5-4590 4 core 3.30GHz 

RAM 2 x Kingston 8GB DDR3 1600Mhz 

HD 240 GB SSD 

Motherboard MSI Z87-G55 

Network connection Ethernet cable 

Router D-Link GO-RT-N300 

Table 3.1: The servers hardware 
 

Operating system Ubuntu Server x64 16.04.02 

Reverse proxy Nginx 1.10.0 

Database MySQL 5.7.17 

Table 3.2: The server's operating system, reverse proxy and database 
 

 

  

 
   



3.1.1 Nginx 
The configuration implemented for Nginx was basic and did not use caching. 

 
Code 3.1: The configuration for Nginx 

3.1.2 MySQL 
 
The database model used was a table named person. The table person            
consisted of six fields. 

ID INT(11) Auto incremental PK 

first_name varchar(45) 

last_name varchar(45) 

email varchar(45) 

phone_number varchar(45) 

personal_number varchar(45) 

Table 3.3: The table person in the database people 
 
ID was the primary key for the table. It was auto incremental and could not               
be null. The five other fields was of type varchar with a size of 45 and could                 
be null. The table was simply constructed without any specific optimization           
in mind.  
 
The normal configuration file for MySQL 5.7.17 was used and the only            
change made to the configuration file was to comment out the field that made              
MySQL attach to the IP 127.0.0.1.  

 
   



 
The user in MySQL that the application used was named normal_DB_Admin           
and the password was abcabc123. The normal_DB_Admin permission to the          
database people was select, insert, update and delete.  
 

3.2 Application implementation 
The architecture of the application consisted of three different parts. One 
domain model, one REST controller and one ORM implementation.  
 

3.2.1 Domain model 
The domain model Person was defined accordingly to the table person in the             
database. The field id was of the variable type int and the other fields were of                
variable type string. Depending on the different frameworks the class needed           
different kind of implementations according to how the fields was used. The            
code for the class Person implemented in Flask is showed below. The            
implementation of the class Person in the other frameworks can be found in             
the appendix at Code A.4, Code A.8 and Code A.9. 
 

 
Code 3.2: The class Person implemented in the Flask application 
 
 
 
 

 

 
   



 

3.2.1 Application REST controller 
The application used a controller with five different methods each handling a            
different request. The methods return the objects in JSON format. 

The first method is a handler for the get request returns the 20 first              
entities in the database. The methods uses the database framework to collect            
the 20 first occurring entities and returns the entities in an list in the format of                
JSON. The implementation for the other frameworks can be found in the            
appendix at Code A.1, Code A.5 and Code A.10.  

 
Code 3.3: The method for handling the GET request for returning twenty            
entities implemented in .NET Core 

 
 
 
  

 
   



The next method collects a specific user identified by the id. The id is              
sent as a query string in a get request and is handled by the method. The                
method uses a try catch to handle exceptions thrown when it is trying to get               
the entity from the database. If an exception is thrown the method returns a              
status code of 500 telling that there is an internal server error. After the              
application has collected the entity a simple check to see if the person is not               
null. If the person is null the request is faulty since the entity does not exist in                 
the database and returns a status code of 400. If the operation is successful              
the method returns the entity as an JSON object with a response code of 200.               
The implementation in the other frameworks can be found in the appendix at             
Code A.1, Code A.7 and Code A.10.  

 
Code 3.4: The method for handling GET requests for a specific entity            
implemented in .NET Core 

 
 
  

 
   



The next method is a POST request for creating a new entity in the              
database. The request body is sent in an JSON format. In the implementation             
of the .NET Core and Spring application the framework maps the JSON            
object in the request to the domain model. In the Flask and Express             
application the request object parameters is independently fetched from the          
request body and mapped to the correct instance in the entity of the domain              
model object. The method uses a try catch to handle exceptions thrown when             
it is using the framework for handling the database. No validation of the             
object is made since the source of the request object will be static. The              
different frameworks handles the validation of requests differently and the          
author made the choice of not using validation since the implementation of            
the frameworks would be too different. If the method succeed with creating            
the new entity the method returns the object and a 202 status code meaning              
that the entity was created. The implementation in the other frameworks can            
be found in the appendix at Code A.1, Code A.5 and Code A.11.  

 

 
Code 3.5: The method for handling POST requests implemented in .NET           
Core 

  

 
   



The next method updates an entity in the database. The entity is sent             
as an JSON object in the request body. As described for the POST method              
the different applications fetch the request parameters from the body different           
depending on which framework the application was implemented in. The          
method uses the id parameter to identify the entity in the database. If the              
entity is found the method saves the new parameters of the entity to the              
database and returns a response with a 200 status code along with the entity              
as an JSON object. If the method fails to save the entity to the database the                
method returns a response with a 500 status code. The implementation in the             
other frameworks can be found in the appendix at Code A.2, Code A.6 and              
Code A.11.  

 

 
Code 3.6: The method for handling PUT requests implemented in .NET Core 

  

 
   



The next method deletes a specific entity in the database. The method            
takes a parameter id uses it to identify the entity in the database and saves the                
reference. The method uses try catch for exception handling and if an            
exception is thrown the method returns a response with a 500 status code.             
The method checks if the object is a null reference and if the object is null the                 
method returns a response with a 400 status code. If the object is not null the                
reference is used to map the entity in the database context and then deletes it               
in the database. If the operation is successful the method returns a response             
with a 200 status code. The implementation in the other frameworks can be             
found in the appendix at Code A.2, Code A.6 and Code A.12.  

  
Code 3.7: The method for handling DELETE requests implemented in .NET           
Core 

 

  

 
   



3.3 .NET Core 
 

Web API framework .NET Core 1.0.1 

ORM/Database connection Entity Framework Core, Pomelo 
Entity Framework Core 

HTTP Server Kestrel 

Table 3.4: The frameworks and HTTP server used in the .NET Core            
application 

 
Code 3.8: The implementation of the database context and ORM in the .NET 
Core application 

 
   



3.4 Spring 
 

Web API framework Java open JDK 1.8.0_121. Spring     
Boot 1.5.2 RELEASE 

ORM/Database connection JPA 1.5.2 RELEASE, 
mysql-connector-java 5.1.41 

HTTP Server Tomcat 8.5.11 

Table 3.5: The frameworks and HTTP server used in the Java Spring            
application 
 

 
Code 3.9: The implementation of the database context in the Java Spring 
application 

 

  

 
   



3.5 Flask 
 

Web API framework Python version 3.4, Flask 0.12.1,     
Flask-RESTful 0.3.5 

ORM/Database connection Flask-SQLAlchemy 2.2, 
SQLAlchemy 1.1.9, PyMySQL 
0.7.11 

HTTP Server uWSGI with forced HTTP 

Table 3.6: The frameworks and HTTP server used in the Python Flask            
application 
 
The init file shows the configuration for the database connection of           
SQLAlchemy and the class Person shows the implementation of the ORM.  
 

 
Code 3.10: The Python Flask init file 
 

 
Code 3.11: The implementation of the class Person which shows the mapping 
of the ORM in Python Flask 

 
   



3.6 Express 
 

Web API framework Express 4.15.2 

ORM/Database connection Sequelize 3.30.4, MySQL 2.13.0 

HTTP Server Express HTTP server 

Table 3.7 : The frameworks and HTTP server used in the Express application 
 

 
Code 3.12: The implementation of the ORM in the Express application 

 
   



 
Code 3.13: The implementation of the database context in the Express 
application 

  

 
   



3.7 Jmeter 
Each category and framework had one test plan to test the full CRUD 
functionality. Before each run the test plan truncates the database. The 
variable that can differ is the LAN ip address of the server. The ip address in 
the test plan is set to 192.168.100.3. 
 

 
Figure 3.1: The test plan for Express 1024 users 

 
   



The difference in the test plan between each category is the value of Target 
Concurrency. For the category of 1024 users the target concurrency is 1024, 
for 512 users category the Target Concurrency is 512.  

The difference in the test plan between the frameworks are the PUT 
and CREATE requests. The PUT and CREATE requests send a request with 
the entity as an JSON object in the body. The difference is the attribute 
naming in the body. Express and Flask uses underscore and no camel casing. 
.NET Core and Spring uses no underscore but uses camel casing. 
 

 
Figure 3.2: The POST request and the JSON object in the request body for 
Express and Flask 
 

 
Figure 3.3: The POST request and the JSON object in the request body for 
.NET Core and Spring 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   



4 Results 
The value in the cells of the table are the average latency of ten test runs and                 
each table represents the result of one test category.  
 

4.1 Result of 1024 Users 

1024 users Create Update get 1 get 20 delete 

Express 26ms 189ms 18ms 54ms 17ms 

.NET 
Core 

14ms 14ms 13ms 13ms 19ms 

Spring 11ms 11ms 18ms 334ms 10ms 

Python 
Flask 

90ms 351ms 14ms 19ms 18ms 

Table 4.1: Test results for the category of 1024 users 

4.2 Result of 512 Users 

512 users Create Update get 1 get 20 delete 

Express 20ms 31ms 17ms 22ms 16ms 

.NET 
Core 

13ms 13ms 14ms 12ms 15ms 

Spring 18ms 16ms 11ms 16ms 12ms 

Python 
Flask 

15ms 18ms 14ms 18ms 17ms 

Table 4.2: Test results for the category of 512 users 
 
 

 

  

 
   



4.3 Results of 256 Users 

256 users Create Update get 1 get 20 delete 

Express 16ms 24ms 13ms 16ms 12ms 

.NET 
Core 

16ms 13ms 12ms 12ms 14ms 

Spring 7ms 9ms 8ms 11ms 8ms 

Python 
Flask 

14ms 16ms 11ms 14ms 12ms 

Table 4.3: Test results for the category of 256 users 

4.4 Results of 128 Users 

128 users Create Update get 1 get 20 delete 

Express 13ms 21ms 11ms 13ms 11ms 

.NET 
Core 

16ms 19ms 18ms 16ms 19ms 

Spring 8ms 9ms 8ms 9ms 9ms 

Python 
Flask 

14ms 16ms 10ms 13ms 12ms 

Table 4.4: Test results for the category of 128 users 
 
  

 
   



4.5 Results of 64 Users 

64 users Create Update get 1 get 20 delete 

Express 12ms 18ms 10ms 10ms 10ms 

.NET 
Core 

12ms 12ms 10ms 12ms 14ms 

Spring 8ms 9ms 8ms 9ms 9ms 

Python 
Flask 

12ms 14ms 10ms 12ms 11ms 

Table 4.5: Test results for the category of 64 users 

4.6 Results of 8 Users 

8 users Create Update get 1 get 20 delete 

Express 10ms 8ms 7ms 9ms 8ms 

.NET 
Core 

8ms 9ms 27ms 8ms 9ms 

Spring 6ms 9ms 6ms 7ms 7ms 

Python 
Flask 

13ms 13ms 7ms 10ms 9ms 

Table 4.6 : Test results for the category of 8 users 
 
 
  

 
   



4.7 Results of 1 User 

1 user Create Update get 1 get 20 delete 

Express 13ms 17ms 7ms 9ms 9ms 

.NET 
Core 

12ms 12ms 7ms 6ms 10ms 

Spring 13ms 16ms 9ms 9ms 11ms 

Python 
Flask 

17ms 20ms 10ms 12ms 14ms 

Table 4.7 : Test results for the category of 1 user 
 

 
 

 
   



5 Analysis 
Each method was analyzed in comparison to the other frameworks within           
each category. The analysis between the result of each framework was           
important to be able to draw conclusions and relate the result of each             
individual framework to faster and slower results.  

5.1 1024 Users 
Spring had the lowest latency at 11 ms for the create method of 1024 users.               
.NET Core had a latency of 14 ms. Express had a higher latency of 26 ms for                 
create. Flask had a latency of 90 ms which is a lot higher. The difference               
between Spring and .NET Core is 3 ms which is insignificant for the user.              
However the meaning of a 3 ms difference for a server handling ~1024/s             
requests 3 ms could potentially have a big difference since 3ms of 11ms is              
~27%.  

In the results for the update method both Spring and .NET Core had             
the same value as for their create method. Both Express and Flask had             
significant high latency with 189ms and 351ms. This was probably caused           
by an overhead, the applications ability to not being able to server the             
requests compared to the rate of new arriving requests. The high value            
suggests that ~1024/s requests is at the limit of what the applications can             
handle. Again Spring had the lowest latency for the update method with            
.NET Core as the framework with the second lowest latency.  

The result for the get 1 method where the application fetched one            
specific user from the database .NET Core had the lowest latency at 13 ms.              
Flask had a latency of 14 ms which is the second lowest latency. In              
comparison with create and update the result is significantly lower. One           
reason for explaining the improved latency could be due to the way Flask             
handles object instantiation and property mapping. Both Express and Spring          
had a latency of 18 ms. Generally the latency for the get 1 method is usually                
lower than for the create and update method. The reason why the latency for              
Spring get 1 method was higher was unknown to the author.  

In the results for the method get 20 .NET Core had the lowest latency              
of 13 ms. Flask had the second lowest latency of 19 ms which is a good                
result. Express had a slower latency of 54ms. The high difference between            
Express get 1 and get 20 was remarkable, the author suggests this was caused              
by Express using more resources instantiating the entities when they are           

 
   



retrieved from the database. Spring had a latency of 334 ms which was             
significant slower in comparison to the other framework but also in relation            
to the result for Springs other methods.  

In the result for the delete method Spring had the lowest latency of 10              
ms. This is the third method in this category Spring had the lowest latency.              
Express, Flask and .NET Core had a latency of 17 ms, 18 ms and 19 ms. The                 
difference is low and would probably not affect the behaviour of the server             
between the different frameworks. In comparison with Spring the other          
frameworks had a significant higher latency for the delete method.  

Overall .NET Core had the most steady results in between the           
different methods and had the lowest latency for the get 1 and get 20 method.               
Spring had the lowest latency for the create, update and delete method but the              
get 20 method had a latency of 334 ms. This caused .NET Core to have the                
overall better latency. Express had a significant higher latency for the update            
method in comparison to .NET Core and Spring but overall performed in the             
middle part of the register. Flask latency for create and update was the             
highest with 90 ms respectively 351 ms. However the other methods           
performed in the middle of the register.  

 

  

 
   



5.2 512 Users 
.NET Core had the lowest latency of 13 ms for the create method of 512               
users. It was one ms faster than the result from previous category of 1024              
users. Flask had a latency of 15 ms which is the second lowest latency. The               
result of 15ms to its previous 90 ms for 1024 users was a huge improvement.               
Spring had a latency of 18 ms which was 7ms slower than the previous 1024               
results. The cause was unknown and the author suggests that the result is not              
representative for the frameworks performance. Express had a latency of 20           
ms which was the lowest in the category. However the result improved with             
6ms from previous category of 1024 users.  

Again .NET Core had the lowest latency of 13 ms for the update             
method of 512 users. It was one ms faster than the result from previous              
category of 1024 users. Spring had the second lowest latency of 16ms,            
however this is still a decrease in performance from the previous category of             
1024 users and should not be considered a valid result. Flask had a latency of               
18ms which was the biggest improvement in between any category of the            
tests. However the difference between Flask and .NET Core is ~38%.           
Express had a significant improvement from 189 ms to 31 ms but was still              
the highest latency in the test group.  

Spring had the lowest latency of 11 ms for the get 1 method. This is a                
improvement of 7 ms from the previous category of 1024 users. .NET Core             
and Flask both had a latency of 14ms. The difference from Spring was 3 ms               
or ~27% which was a significant difference. Express had a latency of 17 ms              
and only improved with 1ms from the previous category at 1024 users.  

.NET Core had the lowest latency for the get 20 method with a             
latency of 12 ms. This was a improvement of 1 ms from the previous              
category. Spring had the second lowest latency of 16 ms. This was a big              
improvement from previous category of 1024 where the result was 334 ms.            
However the context of improvement from 334 ms should be reviewed if 334             
ms was a faulty result. Flask had a latency of 18 ms which is the third lowest                 
latency but improved with 1 ms from previous category. Express had a            
latency of 22 ms which caused it to have the highest latency of the get 20                
method. However the improvement from previous category of 1024 users          
was over 100%.  

Spring had the lowest latency at 12 ms of the delete method. However             
this is still a decrease in performance of 2 ms from the previous category of               
1024 users. .NET Core had a latency of 15 ms which is a improvement of 4                
ms from the previous category of 1024 users. This cause it to perform better              
than Express who had a latency of 16 ms and Flask who had a latency of 17                 
ms. Both which only improved with 1ms from previous category of 1024            
users. 

 
   



.NET Core was still the favourable framework for the category.          
However Springs results for create and update method was probably faulty. If            
the results from Spring values would have been the same or better than the              
previous category of 1024 users then Spring would have been the framework            
who performed best. Flask showed a big improvement from the previous           
category which caused it to perform better than Express, however Express           
also showed a big improvement for the create, update and get 20 method.  
  

 
   



5.3 256 Users 
For the create method of 256 users Spring had the lowest latency of 7 ms.               
This was a vast improvement from the category of 1024 users. One            
conclusion we could draw was that the category 512 results for Spring should             
be in between 7 ms and 11 ms. The framework with the second lowest              
latency was Flask with 14 ms which was 200% higher than Spring. However             
Flask improved the performance with 1 ms from the previous category of 512             
users and succeeded .NET Core. .NET Core had a latency of 16 ms which              
was a decrease in performance from the previous category. The author           
analyzed the raw data from the test runs and identified a few abnormal             
samples that explained the raised result. Express had a latency of 16 ms             
which was only ~14% higher than Flask. Compared to the previous category            
of 512 users Express improved the latency with 4 ms.  

For the update method of 256 users Spring had again the lowest            
latency with 9 ms. This was a improvement of 2 ms from the category of               
1024 users. .NET Core had a latency of 13 ms which was a difference of               
~44% from Spring. .NET Core did not improve since the previous category            
of 512 users which could indicate that the load doesn’t affect the performance             
of the framework negatively. .NET Core did stand out in comparison with the             
other frameworks in the sense that it tends to have a similar latency             
throughout the different categories. The other frameworks gradually        
improved their latency. Flask had a latency of 16 ms and again improved the              
performance by lowering the latency with 2 ms. However Flask was still to             
high to compete with Spring or .NET Core. Express had the highest latency             
in the group with 24 ms. Even if it again improved the performance from              
previous category of 512 users by lowering the latency with 7 ms it was still               
to high to measure with the other frameworks. 

For the get 1 method Spring had the lowest latency with 8 ms             
improving from previous category of 512 users with 3 ms. Flask had a             
latency of 11 ms which was a improvement of 3 ms from previous category              
of 512 users. Again the difference between Flask and Spring was significant            
with Flask latency being ~37% higher. However Flask succeeded .NET Core           
with a 1 ms lower latency. Express reduced the gap between the other             
frameworks by lowering the latency with 4 ms to 13 ms from previous             
category of 512 users. The difference between Express and .NET Core was            
just 1 ms.  

For the get 20 method Spring had the lowest latency of 11 ms and              
improved it with 5 ms from previous category of 512 users. .NET Core had a               
latency of 12 ms which is a difference of 1 ms from Spring. However .NET               
Core did not improve the performance since the last category of 512 users             
which again suggests that .NET Core isn’t affected in the same way of             

 
   



different loads compared to the other frameworks.  
Flask had a latency of 14 ms which was an improvement with 4 ms              

from the previous category of 512 users. Express had a latency of 16´ms             
which was an improvement of 6 ms. Express and Flask improved drastically            
in between the categories.  

Spring had the lowest latency of 8 ms for the delete method. Express             
and Flask lowered the latency to 12 ms. This caused them to be faster than               
.NET Core who had a latency of 14 ms. .NET Core only lowered the latency               
with 1 ms.  

Spring had a substantial difference in the latency for every method           
except for the get 20 method. This caused it to be the framework best              
performing for 256 users category. Flask performed better at 1 more method            
than .NET Core. However their results was very similar and the average            
latency for all methods for both frameworks were 13,4ms.  
 
  

 
   



5.4 128 Users 
Spring had the lowest latency for the create method with 8 ms. Express had a               
latency of 13 ms which caused it to be faster than both Flask with 14 ms and                 
.NET with 16 ms. Since Express lowered the latency it had potential to             
perform better than both .NET Core and Flask.  

For the update method Spring had the best latency of 9 ms. Flask had              
a latency of 16 ms which did not improve since the previous category of 256               
users. The reason why Flask did not improve the latency is unknown to the              
author. .NET Core had a latency of 19 ms which was an increase of 6 ms                
from the previous category of 256 users. One reason of why .NET Core test              
result became higher might be the lower amount of samples causing the            
samples with abnormally high and low latency to affect the total average            
latency to fluctuate more. Normally the values in the end part of the spectrum              
does not affects the result. However when the amount of samples decreased            
those values have a higher influence on the average value. Express had a             
latency of 21 ms. The method for update in Express had a higher latency              
through the categories.  

Spring had a latency of 8 ms for the get 1 method. The performance              
did not improve since the last category of 256 users however it was still the               
lowest latency with Flask 2 ms slower at 10 ms. Express had a latency of 11                
ms which caused it to close in the gap of performance to Flask. .NET Core               
had a latency of 18 ms which is an increase of 6 ms from the previous                
category.  

For the get 20 method Spring had the lowest latency of 9 ms lowering              
it with 2 ms from previous category of 256 users. Both Flask and Express had               
a latency of 13 ms, however Express lowered the latency with 3 ms from the               
previous category in comparison with Flask who only lowered it with 1 ms.             
.NET Core increased the latency again to 16 ms from 12m s in the previous               
category of 256 users.  

For the delete method Spring had the lowest latency of 9 ms. It             
increased with 1 ms from the previous category of 256 users. Express            
lowered the latency with 1 ms from the previous category and succeeded            
Flask with 1 ms. Flask had 12 ms latency and did not improve from the               
previous category of 256 users. .NET Core had again a high latency of 19 ms               
which increased it with 5m s from the previous category.  

Since .NET Core test results was adverse Spring outperformed the          
other frameworks significantly. Express and Flask had similar test results.  
  

 
   



5.5 64 Users 
For the create method Spring was the framework with the lowest latency at 8              
ms. Express, .NET Core and Flask all had the same latency of 12 ms. .NET               
Core did the biggest improvement from the previous category of 128           
lowering it with 4 ms.  

For the update method Spring was the framework with the lowest           
latency at 9 ms. .NET Core had a latency of 12 ms. Flask had a latency of 14                  
ms which was ~14% slower than .NET Core. Express again had a high             
latency for the update method at 18 ms and only improved 3 ms from the               
previous category. The latency should have been decreasing faster for          
Express to be able to compete with the other frameworks for the update             
method.  

For the get one method Spring had the lowest latency of 8 ms.             
Express, .NET Core and Flask had the same latency of 10 ms. Express and              
.NET Core lowered their performance from the previous category of 128           
users. Flask stayed at the same latency from the previous category of 128             
users.  

For the get 20 method Spring had the lowest latency in the category at              
9 ms. Express lowered the latency to 10 ms from the previous category of              
128 users and succeeded both .NET Core and Flask who both had a latency              
of 12 ms. Flask only lowered the latency with 1 ms.  

For the delete method Spring was the framework with the lowest           
latency of 9 ms. Again Express had the second lowest latency at 10 ms. Flask               
had a latency of 11 ms. Both Express and Flask lowered the latency with 1               
ms from the previous category of 128 users. .NET Core had a latency of 14               
ms which was significant difference from the other frameworks.  

Spring had again the lowest latency in all the methods. The difference            
between Express, Flask and .NET Core was small and Express closed the            
performance gap to both .NET Core and Flask. Express seemed to be the             
framework where decreased performance related to added load which could          
explain why it closed the gap between the other frameworks when the load             
got lower, especially compared against Flask.  
  

 
   



5.6 8 Users 
For the create method Spring had the lowest latency at 6 ms. .NET Core had               
a latency of 8 ms which was a improvement of 4 ms from the previous               
category of 64 users. Express lowered the latency from previous category of            
64 users to 10 ms succeeding Flask. Flask had a latency of 13 ms which is a                 
decrease of 1 ms of latency from the previous category of 64 users. The non               
decrease in performance suggest that Flask was performing around its limit.  

For the update method Express had the lowest latency of 8 ms            
succeeding Spring, .NET Core and Flask. The improvement from 18 ms in            
the previous category of 64 users was big. The cause of the huge             
improvement for Express was unknown to the author. Both Spring and .NET            
Core had a latency of 9 ms. However Spring did not improve from the              
previous category while .NET Core did with 3 ms. Flask had a latency of 13               
ms and only improved with 1 ms from previous category of 64 users.  

For the get 1 method Spring had the lowest latency of 6 ms. Spring              
lowered the latency from previous category of 64 users with 2 ms. Both             
Express and Flask had a latency of 7 ms both decreasing the latency from              
previous category with 3 ms. .NET Core raised the average latency to 27 ms.              
The author analyzed the results and concluded that a few samples with a high              
latency raised the average latency significantly. The result was considered not           
accurately describing the framework performance.  

For the get 20 method Spring had the lowest latency of 7 ms. .NET              
Core had a latency of 8 ms which was an improvement of 4 ms from previous                
category of 64 users. Express lowered the latency with 1 ms to 9 ms from the                
previous category of 64 users. Flask had the highest latency at 10 ms but did               
lower it with 2 ms from previous category of 64 users.  

For the delete method Spring had the lowest latency of 7 ms. Express             
had the second lowest latency at 8ms. Flask and .NET Core both had a              
latency of 9 ms.  

Again Spring was the framework with the best performance. Express          
and .NET Core had similar results, however .NET Core did have a high             
latency of 27 ms for the get 1 method. Express had more even test results               
compared to .NET Core. Flask showed only a small increase in performance            
from the previous category which caused it to have significant difference           
from the other frameworks in performance.  
  

 
   



5.7 1 User 
For the create method .NET Core had the lowest latency at 12 ms. Spring and               
Express had a latency of 13 ms. Flask had latency was 17 ms which was a big                 
difference from the other frameworks. Flask distinguished itself as having          
relative high latency at a lower amount of requests.  

For the update method .NET Core had the lowest latency at 12 ms.             
Spring had the second lowest latency at 16 ms which was a big difference              
from .NET Core when previously the latency was similar or lower. Express            
had a latency of 17 ms just 1ms different from Spring. Flask had the lowest               
performance with a latency of 20 ms which was a 3 ms difference from              
Express.  

For the get 1 method .NET Core and Express both had 7 ms latency              
which made them share the lowest latency of the method. Spring had a             
latency of 9 ms which created a big gap from .NET Core and Express. Flask               
had a latency of 10 ms which made it the framework with the highest latency.  

For the get 20 method .NET Core again was the framework with the             
best lowest latency at 6 ms. Spring and Express both had a latency of 9 ms                
which was a big gap to .NET Core. Flask had a high latency of 12 ms.  

Express had the lowest latency for the delete method with a latency of             
9 ms just 1 ms better than .NET Core at 10 ms latency. Spring had a latency                 
of 11 ms being 1 ms behind .NET Core. Flask had a latency of 14 ms.  

.NET Core was the framework with the lowest overall latency and the            
only framework who increased the performance from the previous category          
of 8 users for the get 1 and get 20 method. However the results for the get 1                  
method in the previous category of 8 users was faulty. The author deemed the              
get 20 method result as the only valid improvement of performance from the             
previous category of 8 users. Spring had similar test results as Express on             
create, update and get 20. However for the method get 1 and delete Spring              
had significant higher latency.  
 
 

 
   



6 Discussion  
6.1 Express 
Express is one of the framework who showed sensitivity towards high loads.            
At the category of 1024 users the update method have a latency of 189 ms               
which is high. The get 20 method have a latency of 54 ms. When the loads                
incrementally decrease Express performance shows a relation to performance         
being increased. As being one of the frameworks who performed less good at             
the 1024 users category Express have relatively good test results in the 64             
and 8 users category. By optimising the implementation Express should be           
able to have better performance at higher loads however one of the criteria             
for this experiment was that the frameworks should not be optimized towards            
a specific environment.  

6.2 .NET Core 
.NET Core is one of the best performing framework in this study. It proved              
itself as being overall steady through the test with the latency only increasing             
around 1-2 ms between 256 users category, 512 users category and 1024            
users category. .NET Core is still a new framework only being [19] released             
in the summer of 2016 but shows great potential. Spring was the main             
competitor in this study for higher loads. However for a lot of the methods              
Spring tends to be 1-2 ms faster.  

6.3 Spring 
Spring showed a high performance with a low latency throughout each           
category of the experiment. One significant negative aspect for Spring was           
the get 20 method having a high latency of 334 ms. This was possibly due to                
a poor implementation using the [20] suggested example 1.2 implementing          
class pageable to limit the response to 20 entities. As probably the most             
mature framework in this paper Spring shows to be prominent.  
 

6.4 Flask 
Flask is one of the lowest performing framework. Except for the category of             
1024 Flask have an average performance. It showed to be sensitive to high             
loads in the category of 1024 when the create method had an average latency              
of 90 ms and the update method had an average latency of 351 ms. Flask did                
not improve the performance in the same pace as Express as the loads get              
lower between categories.  

 
   



6.5 Answering research question 
.NET Core had the fastest performance for the category of 1024 users.            
However this was due to Spring get 20 method latency being too high as              
discussed previously. Spring did have better performance in three out of five            
methods in the category of 1024 users.  

.NET Core had the fastest performance for the category of 512 users.            
Again the only competing framework was Spring. For this category Spring           
had lowered the latency of the get 20 method but the results of the create,               
update and delete methods had been raised significantly due to unknown           
circumstances. If we use the results from the category of 1024 users for the              
create and delete method for Spring which in theory should be slower            
because when the load is being raised the performance decrease, we can            
conclude that Spring is the faster framework for 512 users. This is a fair              
conclusion because the results from the category of 1024 users of Spring is             
significantly better than .NET Core at 512. Even if Spring should have            
decreased the performance with 1-2 ms which happened in between          
categories, Spring would still be the best performing framework of the 512            
category. Thus answering that Spring is the best performing framework when           
the load is 512 users.  

In the category of 256 users Spring was by far the best performing             
framework. By analyzing the results .NET Core is the main framework           
competing with Spring at higher loads. This category .NET Core had raised            
the latency of the create method probably causing the value to not be             
representative for the performance. However even if using the result from           
previous category of 512 users as done with Spring to be able to determine              
which framework performed faster, .NET Core was still out performed by           
Spring.  

In the category of 128 users .NET Core shows faulty test results. This             
makes it harder to answer research question 5 since.NET Core is the main             
competitor for heavier loads against Spring. To be able to answer research            
question 5 one way to determine if Spring is performing better than .NET             
Core is by using the test results of category 64 for .NET Core. By using the                
test results of category 64 we can rule out .NET Core as the better performing               
framework since for .NET Core 64 users test results are still higher than             
Spring 128 users test results.  

 

 
   



Again Spring has the best test results in category of 64 users. .NET             
Core shows small improvement in performance in between the categories          
which creates a gap with Spring. However Flask have improved the           
performance having similar test results as .NET Core. However Spring is still            
the unthreatened in performance for the category of 64 users.  

In the category of 8 users Spring shows significant difference from           
the other frameworks in performance. .NET Core and Express test result           
differed with 1-2 ms for some method against Spring. Spring is still the             
fastest framework with the lowest latency for the category of 8 users.  

The category of 1 user have different test results that the latency is             
higher for almost all frameworks for the create and update method. Since            
there are fewer samples the results are less reliable. However in this category             
.NET Core is the framework with the lowest test results making it the best              
performing framework for this category.  

So adding the results from the different categories it is possible to            
answer the research question to see which framework has the best           
performance. .NET Core did have the fastest performance for the categories 1            
user and 1024 users. However Spring had the best performance in the other             
three categories. High performance under heavier loads is important and that           
is why the category of 1024 users weigh in heavily were .NET Core was the               
best performing framework. However as described earlier if it was not for the             
test results for the get 20 method for Spring, Spring would also have been the               
fastest performing framework for the category of 1024 users. Analysing the           
test results from all categories you can with confidence determine that Spring            
has the best performance according to the average latency. In several           
categories the other frameworks are far behind in latency. 
 

 
   



7 Conclusion  
Choosing a framework for creating a RESTful application is determined by           
several parameters. One important parameter is performance. In this paper          
four different frameworks were presented and tested for their performance          
under different loads. For parts of the experiment the different frameworks           
have shown significant difference in performance which was unpredicted by          
the author. By showing the results the target group of the paper will have a               
better idea and understanding of the different frameworks performance. This          
is important because software developers now have a bigger basis for           
choosing to use or not to use the frameworks depending on their needs. Not              
only did the experiment show which framework have the best performance           
but also shows that some frameworks have poor performance for some           
categories. If the software developer would find that the framework they used            
does not live up to the performance requirement after they used it, it will              
affect their project and could potentially be expensive to adjust. 

The thesis of the results was that frameworks would perform similar           
on lower loads and as the loads got higher the different frameworks could             
potentially show higher differences in performance. In a wide perspective this           
thesis was proven correct, especially when the load was 1024 users. However            
Spring showed a good performance for the category of 1024 users except for             
the get 20 method where the latency was 334 ms. Since the experiment tested              
the full CRUD functionality of the framework it shows that the performance            
can be good for several different functionality of CRUD, but if even only one              
function has bad performance it affects the overall performance of the whole            
application in terms of how useful it will be. This was uncovered from the              
experiment since some framework have slow test results for some methods in            
comparison with other methods in the same category.  

Performance can be measured in different contexts and several ways.          
This paper answered a relative common and general context in which           
performance is important, high loads on the server. If performance, especially           
during high loads is important for the software developer Spring is the            
favourable framework. However that might not always be the case. During           
software development projects many different quality attributes play a role          
and the decision maker has to do trade offs between quality attributes. In all              
scenarios Spring might not be the best choice. The test results describe when             
different frameworks can be useful to fulfill some criteria.  

 
   



Software development is a complex subject and general answers will          
not solve all problems. This research have provided guidelines of          
performance for the software developers in a general context. By using the            
research in this paper the software developers are being help breaking down            
complex problems.  

An improvement of the test results could be to show the median            
latency of the samples instead of the average values of the samples.            
Exceptions in the samples from the test affected the results to be less accurate              
since a small group of samples had high latency of an unknown cause.             
Removing them and recalculate the average latency could give a more           
accurate picture of the average latency. The median value has the property of  
hiding results that would affect the arithmetic average. If the test was            
measured with a median value it could give a faulty apprehension of the             
results. This is due to high loads can cause an overhead on the server. The               
overhead is often not an incremental decrease in performance over several           
samples but a rapid decrease happening in between two samples. Using a            
median value it is a risk that the data from the overhead would not be shown                
in the results and instead give a faulty view of the test results as lower than                
they actually are. Two frameworks with a high performance difference          
caused by overhead could instead show to having similar performance if the            
median values are the same. However the main reason of this research was to              
determine the best performing framework which the test results is able to            
assist the author with. 

7.1 Future work 
The research laid a foundation for future testing of the performance of            
different frameworks in the used context. The applications was implemented          
in a general context with a Linux server and Nginx as a reverse proxy              
opposite to being optimized for the specific situation with the different           
frameworks in mind. The reason is the target group includes a wider range of              
people. It is possible that the the outcome could be different if the             
implementation was optimised according to the frameworks best practice. For          
future research this is an interesting parameter that should be researched           
further. However as the implementation becomes more specific so does the           
context of the research.  

The research of this paper excluded caching which is a commonly           
used strategy in software systems for increasing the performance and          

 
   



utilizing the hardware. Since caching is important and widely used strategy,           
future research should experiment how it affect the performance in the same            
context as this experiment is conducted in. Using both the results from this             
research and the results of researching how caching affects performance it           
would help to give an even more complete picture of the performance of the              
frameworks.  

This paper tested four different framework for building the         
application. The frameworks used are common for software developers but is           
far from covering most frameworks used. Future research should include          
more frameworks to give a wider perspective and selection of frameworks for            
the software developers. The wider selection of framework would be more of            
service for the target group since the different frameworks have different           
qualities in excess of performance.  
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A Appendix 
 

A.1 Express source code 

 
Code A.1: First part of the implementation of the controller in Express 

 
   



 

 
Code A.2: Second part of the implementation of the controller in Express 
 

 
   



 
Code A.3: The implementation of the router in Express 
 

 
Code A.4: The implementation of the domain model Person in Express  

 
   



A.2 Flask source code 

 
Code A.5: First part of the controller implemented in Flask 
 

 
   



 
Code A.6: Second part of the controller implemented in Flask 
 
  

 
   



 
Code A.7: Third part of the controller implemented in Flask 
 
  

 
   



A.3 .NET Core source code 

 
Code A.8: The domain model class implemented in Entity Framework Core 
 
  

 
   



A.4 Spring source code 

 
Code A.9: The class Person implemented in Spring JPA 

 
   



 
Code A.10: The first part of the REST controller implemented in Spring JPA 

 
   



 
Code A.11: The second part of the REST controller implemented in Spring            
JPA 

 
   



 
Code A.12: The third part of the REST controller implemented in Spring JPA 

 
   


